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S U M M A R Y
The claim by van der Hilst and de Hoop that finite-frequency (FF) inversion of seismic trav-
eltimes does not result in measurable improvements in tomographic images is misguided, and
based upon a biased selection of images in the upper mantle, where wave front healing effects
are indeed small, and where our models are generally poorly resolved because we primarily
used teleseismic waves that travel steeply in the upper mantle; and upon an improper appli-
cation of statistics to the better-resolved anomalies in the lower mantle. If station corrections
for long-period P waves are computed using ray theory, as we do, unmodelled FF effects may
be responsible for slow anomalies of up to 0.3 per cent beneath very small island stations, but
these effects are negligible for larger islands such as Reunion and Kerguelen. The presence of
a plume beneath these islands is the most probable explanation for the observed low velocities.
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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N

van der Hilst & de Hoop (2005, hereafter referred to as HH) ques-

tion whether finite-frequency (FF) sensitivity kernels (or banana-

doughnut kernels, BDKs) enable significant improvements in the

quality of whole-mantle tomographic images compared to seismic

ray theory. Much of their discussion is devoted to a criticism of our

own analysis of this important issue, published in Montelli et al.
(2004b, hereafter M1). HH also compare the P-wave model pub-

lished by Montelli et al. (2004a, hereafter M2) with the most recent

MIT model MIT-P05 and conclude that the ‘better theory has not

yet resulted in significant model improvements’. Even though they

acknowledge that this ‘does not imply that the models based on

BDKs are incorrect’, HH raise a number of doubts about the model

published in M2. In this comment, we counter those arguments.

As we discuss below, the model was in fact in need of a correc-
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opponents all those who have done well under the old order, and lukewarm

defenders among those who may do well under the new.

tion, but this correction does not affect any of the important conclu-

sions about the existence of lower-mantle plumes, nor does it negate

our earlier conclusions about the effectiveness of BDKs in mantle

tomography.

We are grateful to the authors for complying with our request that

they disconnect their model comparisons from an earlier exchange

of viewpoints on theoretical questions in which Montelli had no

part (Dahlen & Nolet 2005; de Hoop & van der Hilst 2005a,b),

thus enabling us to respond properly in this comment. We are also

grateful to van der Hilst for his analysis of the model published in

M2, which prompted us to review our software extensively, lead-

ing to the discovery of an error in our ray theoretical (RT) crustal-

correction algorithm, and thereby to improvements in subsequent

tomographic models. An updated model of P-wave velocity het-

erogeneity, together with an independent S-wave velocity model,

have recently been submitted for publication in G 3 (Montelli et al.
2006). Both models, which we hereafter designate PRI-P05 and

PRI-S05, provide strong support for the existence of lower-mantle

plumes.

Dahlen et al. (2000) published an efficient method that corrects

for wave front healing in cross-correlation traveltime tomographic

inversions. Following this theoretical development, we set out to

test the effects of such ‘FF’ sensitivity kernels on a small data

set of long-period P and PP waves that bottom beneath the tran-

sition zone. We focused our analysis on the lower mantle (the

tomographic images in M1 start at 925 km depth) and restricted
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attention to long-period waves, because wave front healing effects

are most pronounced in this case. Despite the obvious limitations in

this data set, we made the serendipitous discovery of approximately

one dozen lower-mantle plumes in our first global FF inversion at-

tempts. This bolstered our hopes that the new inversion technique

could lead to significant improvements in seismic tomography. We

presented a detailed comparison of FF and RT inversions based

upon the same long-period data, fitted at the same level of χ2, in

M1. In our next inversions, we added short-period ISC P and pP
data from Engdahl et al. (1998), to exploit what is probably the

strongest suit of banana–doughnut theory: its ability to combine

data observed at different frequencies, with different off-ray sensi-

tivities, thereby providing extra leverage to constrain the size and

magnitude of velocity anomalies. These results were published in

M2.

2 U P P E R V E R S U S L O W E R M A N T L E

The most relevant result for the present discussion is fig. 9 in M1,

which shows a number of low-velocity anomalies that exhibit a re-

markable continuity with depth in the lower mantle, and which by

virtue of their association with geologically identified hotspots, we

identified as mantle plumes. Visual inspection of our maps shows

that the amplitude of these lower-mantle plumes is almost always

stronger in the model obtained using FF BDKs than in the corre-

sponding RT model. HH present similar plume comparisons in their

figs 2–5, but with one exception these are all located in the upper
mantle. They conclude on the basis of their comparisons that ‘the

effect of BDKs on both the pattern and the amplitude of wave speed

perturbations appears to be smaller than that of practical (and sub-

Figure 1. A comparison of images of the Hawaii plume in the tomographic models PRI-P05, PRI-S05 and MIT-P05 (from left to right). The full colour scale is

±1.5 per cent for the two P-wave models and ±3 per cent for the S-wave model PRI-S05. The splitting of the plume into two branches, visible in both PRI-P05

and PRI-S05, is perpendicular to the along-ray smearing in the northeast–southwest direction predicted by resolution tests. The splitting is not visible in model

MIT-P05, which also seems to lose track of the plume at deeper levels, where Hawaii is particularly poorly resolved.

jective) considerations (such as level of damping, the weighting of

different data sets, and the choice of data fit)’. We do not wish to

contest their conclusion as far as the upper mantle is concerned,

since we did not include any long-period pP-wave or surface-wave

data in our inversions, and that is where the BDKs of P and PP
waves narrow down substantially and wave front healing effects are

expected to be less pronounced. However, by asking readers to ‘vi-

sually inspect’ map images in the upper mantle, HH stop short of

proving their point.

The one deep plume image shown by HH is Hawaii at 1350 km

depth, which we exhibit in a larger whole-mantle context in Fig. 1.

Hawaii is a poorly resolved plume in both models PRI-P05 and

PRI-S05, but both the Princeton P- and S-wave images are in agree-

ment that the plume splits up in the mid-mantle. The MIT-P05 im-

age shows less detail and damps away in the lowermost part of the

mantle. The improvement in spatial resolution is an expected con-

sequence of FF theory, because the BDK sensitivity extends well

beyond the rather narrow bundle of geometrical ray paths for the

long-period data. It would be interesting to see if the disappearance

of the plume in the MIT-P05 image could be remedied by relax-

ing the damping without violating χ 2 beyond reasonable limits and

without blowing up the noise, but so far we see no reason to agree

with HH that the FF theory employed in our inversions does not lead

to better lower-mantle images.

The fig. 1 in HH also extends to the lower mantle, but it shows

only selected cross-sections of the subducted Farallon and Antilles

slabs. Such images have little bearing on the issue of the effective-

ness of BDKs, since the laterally extensive character of slabs make

them less prone to wave front healing than plumes. Unlike HH, we

do not use a densified grid where one might expect to see subducted
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Figure 2. This cartoon illustrates why we feel that the statistical analysis

of HH is flawed. The solid line shows a 1-D cross-section through a hypo-

thetical velocity anomaly as correctly imaged using FF theory. When the

healed traveltimes are inverted using ray theory, the anomaly is damped and

widened, as shown schematically by the dashed line. M1 restricted attention

to gridpoints lying above an amplitude threshold (dotted line) on the FF

image, and compared the ratio between the two curves only within the grey

interval; such a comparison measured the amplitude-enhancement effect of

FF inversion at the location of the anomaly. HH include the tails of the RT

anomaly, where the loss of signal at the centre of the anomaly is compen-

sated by wave front healing, thus annihilating the statistical estimate of the

magnitude of the beneficial effects of FF inversion.

slabs or their downdip extensions. Doing so might have improved

our resolution for slabs, but would have been of little use in an-

swering the limited question we had posed ourselves in M1: how

strong is the effect of wave front healing on long-period tomographic

inversions?

We also note that the comparisons in figs 1 and 2 of HH with

the model published in M2 are meaningless, since this model was

obtained by inverting a greatly expanded data set, including high-

frequency ISC data from Engdahl et al. (1998). HH ignore the dis-

cussion in M2, where we speculate why the ISC data seem to require

somewhat smaller anomalies for the same level of χ2 (see also the

discussion in Section 5 below). A comparison of the models in M1

and M2 is like comparing apples and oranges.

3 S TAT I S T I C A L A N A LY S I S

M1 concluded that ‘depending on the depth and size of the anomaly,

velocity perturbations in the FF tomographic images are 30–

50 per cent larger than in the corresponding RT images’. This find-

ing was based on a simple statistical analysis of histograms of the

ratio (δv P/v P )FF/(δv P/v P )RT between anomalies in the FF and RT

images. An anomaly was defined for the purposes of this compari-

son as any model gridpoint where |(δv P/v P )FF| > 0.2 per cent. We

agree with HH that this amplitude threshold is somewhat arbitrary;

we regret we did not provide the necessary arguments for such a

threshold in M1, and we rectify this omission in the remainder of

this section. We also note that |(δv P/v P )FF| > 0.2 per cent is a con-
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Figure 3. The inferred excess temperatures δT for shallow (<1000 km,

triangles) and deep (1000–2000 km, circles) plumes show a clear depth

dependence of the ratio between the FF and RT model values, and an average

FF temperature enhancement of 13 per cent for the deeper plumes. The radius

of the symbols is a qualititative indication of the plume size in the images

shown in M1. The highest excess temperatures are within the transition zone

and may reflect an underestimate of ∂v P/∂T . Note that the value of this

partial derivative does not affect the temperature ratio δT FF/δT RT.

servative, low threshold: raising it to |(δv P/v P )FF| > 0.3 per cent

would increase the amplitude enhancement effects of FF inversion,

which we were seeking to quantify in our M1 comparison.

In an effort to avoid a perceived bias, HH omit the threshold

completely in their own statistical analysis. This approach ignores

an essential characteristic of wave front healing. In a numerical study

using the one-way wave equation, Nolet & Dahlen (2000) showed

how healing leads to a spreading of the anomaly over a wider surface

on the wave front. In this one-way approximation, traveltime anoma-

lies satisfy a diffusion equation, and what diffuses away from the

centre of the wave front anomaly is added to a circular region around

it. Dahlen (2004) investigated the effect of this on tomographic im-

ages, using a more accurate Radon transform analysis, and showed

that in the highly idealized case of perfect geographical coverage,

the volume integrals over an isolated FF and RT model anomaly are

identical. This implies that away from the actual anomaly, the ratio

(δv P/v P )FF/(δv P/v P )RT necessarily becomes smaller than one, as

illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. Including these small values in

an analysis of the ratio (δv P/v P )FF/(δv P/v P )RT, as HH do, leads

predictably to a null result, that is, a histogram centred on a ratio

near unity.

To explore this aspect a little further, we focus upon the amplitude

enhancement of the imaged plumes in particular. Fig. 3 compares

the inferred maximum temperature anomalies at the centres of the

plumes listed in table 1 of M2, at depths between 300 and 2000

km in the RT versus FF tomography models derived in M1 (we

compare maxima even if these are at different locations in the two

models). Using temperature rather than P-wave velocity as a ba-

sis of comparison has the advantage of eliminating the effect of

decreasing ∂v P/∂T with depth on the value of δv P/v P . Select-

ing plume anomalies also removes the bias introduced in M1 by
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 1, but for the Indian Ocean plume. Note the absence of a clear plume signal in model MIT-P05 (right), which is based upon a similar

short-period data set as used for PRI-P05 (left) but lacks the long-period data interpreted with FF theory that helped constrain the plume in PRI-P05 and

PRI-S05 (centre). See text for further discussion.

identifying anomalies from the FF model only (though because of

the amplifying effect of FF, this bias was actually small). On aver-

age, the FF temperature anomalies of plumes are 9 per cent higher at

depths less than 1000 km and 13 per cent higher at depths between

1000 and 2000 km, with the largest enhancements near 30 per cent.

This is less than the ‘30–50 per cent’ velocity enhancement quoted

in M1 and contested by HH, largely because the spatial extent of

these well-resolved plumes is larger than the smallest anomalies that

dominate in the M1 point-by-point analysis. It is perhaps this aspect

of our statistical analysis that gave rise to the present discussion,

and we are glad to be able to clarify this misunderstanding.

4 C RU S TA L C O R R E C T I O N S

Some of the differences between models PRI-P05 and MIT-P05 in

the upper mantle have little to do with the issue of FF versus RT

inversions, in as much as the two models have been obtained using

different data, fit at different (and in the MIT case unstated) levels

of χ 2, different damping schemes, and in all likelihood a different

zero level for the background spherically symmetric model. Never-

theless, these upper-mantle differences prompted us to review our

procedure for making crustal corrections, which led to the discovery

of an error (the faulty computer code produced an error having a

different sign depending on whether the local crustal thickness in

model CRUST2.0 is larger or smaller than the spherically averaged

crust in model iasp91). This crustal-correction error did have some

influence on the published images, especially at shallow depths, but

it in no way affects the conclusion by M2 that a significant num-

ber of plumes originate in the lower mantle. Since the error is the

same for the FF and RT inversions it also does not affect the FF–RT

comparisons made in M1.

HH assert on the basis of their fig. 5 that ‘plume signatures show

up only below the ocean island stations that contribute to the set

of long-period data’. This statement is not correct: for example,

we see a plume under Bouvet Island and another under the East

Indian Ridge (see Fig. 4), where no seismic stations—either short-

period or long-period—are even nearby. However, the poor agree-

ment between models PRI-P05 and MIT-P05 beneath islands such

as Reunion and Kerguelen (see Fig. 5) prompted us to investigate

the legitimate question whether our RT station corrections might be

insufficient: if the actual wavefield suffers from FF effects and is

slowed down by the adjacent water layer, a crustal correction com-

puted using ray theory would predict an arrival that is too early, and

a spurious low-velocity anomaly, streaked along well-sampled ray

directions in the upper mantle, would result. To investigate possi-

ble FF effects for island station corrections, we performed a sim-

plified, 2-D finite-difference computation in which a plane wave

front impinges from a vertical direction on a 20-km-wide island in a

5.6-km-deep ocean. The observed broad-band pulse was filtered and

cross-correlated with a realistic source time function. When high-

pass filtered to mimic a short-period seismometer, the arrival is 0.03

s faster than predicted by ray theory; a bandpassed long-period pulse

(0.015–0.07 Hz) arrives 0.20 s later. If we spread this FF effect over

the depth of the upper mantle, the associated velocity anomaly is

δv P/v P = −0.3 per cent. This is a worst-case scenario, because

the adopted island width of 20 km is much smaller than the typical

50 km width of islands such as Reunion or Kerguelen; the cor-

responding long-period FF-RT time difference for a 50-km-wide

island is only 0.05 s. The observed upper-mantle plume anomalies

beneath Reunion and Kerguelen in model PRI-P05 are δv P/v P =
1–2 per cent; thus, these anomalies cannot be attributed to unmod-

elled FF crustal effects. A fuller study, using 3-D rather than 2-

D geometry, a more realistic geography of the islands, and actual
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Figure 5. From left to right: the mantle images beneath Reunion in model PRI-P05 and MIT-P05 and beneath Kerguelen in PRI-P05 and MIT-P05. The colour

scale extends from −1.5 to 1.5 per cent. In the text, we argue that the presence of plumes beneath Reunion and Kerguelen in the Princeton model cannot be

attributed to unmodeled FF effects in the crustal corrections of long-period arrival times. Compare with Fig. 4, which lacks any island station near the plume.

station locations would be needed to give a more precise estimate

for the smallest oceanic island stations, but the effect seems un-

likely to be large enough to explain more than a small fraction of

any observed plume anomaly.

5 C H I - S Q UA R E D

In their discussion, HH contend that the significance of differences

between FF and RT inversions are smaller than the ‘effects of data

errors and practical (and subjective) considerations such as . . . the

choice of data fit (the value of χ2)’. They also question our use of

assigned ‘data errors well below 1 s’. The only argument put forward

for the disagreement with our error estimates is the fact that the

average of our long-period data is offset by about 5 s from the average

of the ISC data. This offset of several seconds is to be expected,

because a long-period, cross-correlation measurement centres on

the traveltime of the maximum energy in a pulse, rather than on a

possibly small initial onset. Thus, so-called ‘centroid’ origin times

are likely to be later than those listed in short-period catalogues, and

the magnitude of such an offset is in no way an indication of the

observational error in the cross-correlation measurements. That the

distinction between the long-period and short-period origin times

is the cause of the offset is also supported by the absence of any

offset observed for the differential data pP–P and PP–P, and by

the observation that the offset for individual events increases with

seismic moment (G. Masters, personal communication, 2005). It

was precisely for this reason that we allowed for different origin-

time corrections for the short- and long-period data in M2.

The standard errors adopted for the long-period data are based

upon the estimates made by the seismologists who performed the

cross-correlation measurements (Bolton & Masters 2001): 0.44–

0.79 s for absolute P traveltimes and 0.75–1.15 for PP–P residu-

als. The Cramér-Rao lower bound (Carter 1987) for the error in

a cross-correlation arrival time is 0.35 s, assuming a signal-to-

noise ratio greater than one, a bandwidth of 0.05 Hz and a window

length of 20 s, so our error estimates are well within the expected

range. The magnitude of the error does not really influence the con-

clusions of M1—who consistently compared models at the same

value of χ 2 for the same data set—but could of course be used

to challenge the importance of the FF versus RT effects, as HH

do.

The error estimates we used in M2 for the short-period ISC data

from Engdahl et al. (1998) are more uncertain. Error estimates for

ISC data were first given by Morelli & Dziewonski (1987), who

suggest an overall standard error for P waves of σ P = 1.4 s. This

estimate includes arrivals in a somewhat larger epicentral distance

range than used in our study, and may be an overestimate also be-

cause of the rather wide ray bundles used. Gudmundsson et al.
(1990), who took the width of ray bundles into account explicitly in

the analysis, estimate the random errors in ISC data for our range

of interest to be 1.0 s. The culling by Engdahl et al. (1998) is likely

to have improved the precision, and a standard deviation of 0.9 s for

P and 1.1 s for pP seemed reasonable to us.

As we discussed in M2, even though the ISC and long-period

data can be inverted jointly to fit their separate expected χ 2 levels,

the short-period data consistently predict lower-amplitude plume

anomalies than the long-period data. To some degree, FF effects

may even have influenced the short-period data. However, it seems

more likely that the standard deviation of 0.9 s adopted in M2 is

too pessimistic. In our recently submitted G 3 paper (Montelli et al.
2006) we obtain good agreement between the two frequency bands

after lowering σ P for the ISC data further to 0.7 s.

C© 2006 The Authors, GJI, 167, 1204–1210
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We agree with HH that there are uncertainties in the estimates

of standard errors, but any such uncertainty needs to be weighed

against its influence on χ 2 before a bland statement can be made

that the beneficial effects of FF BDKs drown in the noise. It is

a simple matter to make a back-of-the envelope calculation based

upon the trade-off curves in fig. 7 of M1. We would need to raise

χ 2 for the FF model by 15 per cent to bring the amplitudes on
average down to the level of the RT model. This would indeed be

equivalent to a small adjustment of the assigned standard errors;

however, as M1 argued, and as the analysis in HH confirmed, the

average difference between our FF and RT models is not large: the

difference in norm is mostly due to differences in the smaller-scale

anomalies. The analysis in M1 showed that such local anomalies can

differ in amplitude by as much as 50 per cent. To equalize the FF

and RT amplitude of these small-scale anomalies, we would have

to increase χ 2 by a similar percentage in the FF inversion. Only

if one is darkly pessimistic about standard errors (e.g. if one fears

that the culling of ISC data by Engdahl et al. (1998) has actually

degraded the precision) can one argue that such a large uncertainty

is warranted. The standard statistical measure of misfit, χ2, is often

ignored by the tomographic community in favour of the meaningless

‘variance reduction’—reduced with respect to what? However, χ2 is

too good a statistic to be treated with disrespect, certainly if the errors

are normally distributed (which one obtains at least approximately

through the rejection of outliers and which in any case is consistent

with the use of the criterion of least-squares in most if not all large

tomographic inversions). See the discussion of this issue in M1.

6 L O W E R - M A N T L E P L U M E S

In M2, we concluded that ‘culling of the highest quality short-

period data and remeasurement of the long-period data, in addi-
tion to the implementation of FF sensitivity kernels and an irregu-

lar model parametrization’ led to the successful imaging of lower-

mantle plumes. HH focus their criticism upon the FF method and

conclude that the effect of BDKs on plume images has been over-

stated, which seems an inappropriate rendition of our writing; nev-

ertheless, we stand by our view that the use of FF kernels was an

important ingredient. In fact our most recent tomographic experi-

ment reinforces that view: we have inverted long-period S waves

without the benefit of a second frequency band. These results have

been submitted elsewhere (Montelli et al. 2006), but Figs 1 and 4

show examples, compared to model MIT-P05. The complete ab-

sence of a plume under the Indian Ridge is especially striking in

model MIT-P05 when compared to PRI-P05 and our virtually iden-

tical image of the Indian Ocean plume in the appendix of M2. This is

a poorly resolved plume, but neither the model parametrization with

randomly distributed interpolation supports, nor the regularization

using isotropic smoothing, are favouring the pronounced vertical

continuity that is visible, especially in the P-wave image. Moreover,

we used no data from PcP or core phases, and the dominant P ray

direction in the lower mantle is close to horizontal. As noted be-

fore, this plume is not capped by an island seismic station, as is

the case with Reunion or Kerguelen. The columnar character of the

Indian Ocean plume is thus without any doubt a characteristic that

is present in the data, and not an artefact of the inversion. Given the

overlap in short-period data between models PRI-P05 and MIT-P05,

our inversion of the long-period data using FF BDKs is the main

factor distinguishing the two models.

The S-wave tomography confirms the lower-mantle plumes first

published in M2, but it also shows that the combination of two fre-

quency bands was a strong factor in the imaging of plumes. This

factor was not tested in M1, and in fact we used ray theory for the

short-period data in M2—both for lack of computational resources

and because we felt that FF effects should be minor for these data

given the length scales that we inverted for. Clear evidence for FF

traveltime dispersion has recently been observed by Sigloch & Nolet

(2006), providing a direct data-space indication that the earth con-

tains heterogeneities at length scales sensitive to wave front healing.

Exploiting the frequency dependence of traveltime sensitivity seems

to us at this stage to be more productive than prolonging the debate

about the efficacy of FF theory. The superiority of FF theory for

body waves had been demonstrated in a series of papers using syn-

thetic data (Hung et al. 2000, 2001; Baig et al. 2003; Baig & Dahlen

2004) before being tested on a real-world tomographic application

in M1 (and for surface waves by Zhou et al. 2004; Yang & Forsyth

2006). If HH or other seismic tomographers are still convinced that

BDKs have no beneficial effects, we challenge them to produce

high-quality lower-mantle plume images using ray theory.
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